Advanced 7t'' Science Summer Project
Mrs. Tori Lee
Tori.lee~a~,res.kl2.al.us
Due August 9, 2019

Assignments to be completed:
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Assignment #1: Root Words/Tools for Scientists
Assignment #2: Science and the Scientific Method
Assignment #3: Scientific Tools, Equipment, and Measurement
Assignment #4: Build a Line Graph

These assignments will be worth 2 test grades:
Assi~mnents 1 & 2 will count as one test wade
(50 questions, 2 points each = 100 points total)
Assignments 3 & 4 will count as another test grade
(Assignment 3:42 questions, 1 point each.)
(Assignment 4: 5 questions = 6 points each /graph = 28 points)
Assignments 3 & 4 =100 points total

By the end of the summer project you should be able to:
• Recognize any potential hazazds associated with science activities and investigations and be able to
maintain a safe working environment
• State a problem and formulate a hypothesis
• Design a controlled experiment to test the hypothesis
• Identify a control group and controlled variables
• Differentiate between inferences and observations.
• Differentiate between independent and dependent variables
• Understand the placebo effect and when to use adouble-blind study
Describe how a hypothesis develops into a theory.
• Record measurements and observations using appropriate instruments and equipment
• Create and interpret graphs, charts and experimental data from which predictions and conclusions can
be drawn

tlssignment 1: Word Roots —Tools for Scientists
Scientists all over the world have to be able to communicate with each other. Standard Scientific names,
which you will Team about in the next unit, are one way they can do this. Another is to use common Latin or
Greek roots when creating a new scientific term. All languages have their roots in these two languages, so using
common roots allow scientists all over the world to interpret their meaning. As new scientists, you will have to
memorize a huge quantity of vocabulary words. If you can determine the meaning of the prefix or suffix of the
term you are working with, the definition of the entire term often becomes clearer.
Prefix

Meaning

Suffix

Meaning

Hydro -

Related to water

-logy

Study of

Infra -

Within

-phyll

Leaf

Bio-

Related to life

-plast

Organized living material

Photo-

First

-troph

Food

Chloro-

Greenish yellow

-cellular

Having to do with cells

Zoo-

Related to animals

-phyte

Plant

Ex-

Out

-synthesis

To put together

Hetero-

Different

-ation

Process

In-

Inside

-scope

Instrument for viewing

Micro-

Small

-lysis

A releasing or loosening

Photo-

Light

-cretion

The process of separating

Uni-

One

-gestion

To carry

Multi-

Many

-meter

Instrument used to measure

Auto-

Self-operating

-stasis

A stationary condition

Use the meaning of the prefixes and suffixes in the table on the previous page to form words that will match these
definitions
1.

Removal of waste products from the body

2.

The study of small forms of life

3.
4.

The study of animals
Instrument used to measure water and other
liquids

5

A plant that grows in water

6.

The process of making something self operating

7.

Small leaf

8.

Within a cell

9,

First organized particle

Each group of words listed below shazes certain parts (maybe more than TWO). The first two words in each group
are defined for you. The part ofthe word and the part ofthe definition that correspond are underlined. Use these definitions
to help you to define each word that follows the first two words. These make real words!
10.

Monofilament

A single fiber

Microscope

Instrument used for looking at small objects

Microfilament
11.

Phototropism

Response to light

Chemotherapy

Treatment that involves chemicals

Chemotropism
12.

Pesticide

An agent used to destroy pests

Herbaceous

Related to leafy plants

Herbicide
]3.

Dermatology

The study of the structure and diseases of the skin

Sclerosis

Disease in which body tissues harden

Scleroderma

14.

Arthritis

Inflammation of the joints

Podiatrist

Doctor who treats and cares for the human foot

Arthropod

Assignment #2: Science and the Scientific Method
Directions:
Read the introduction completely before starting this activity. Write in full sentences for credit. Please
reread your sentences out loud. Do they make sense to you? Would someone who was not in class with
youknow what your answersmean? All group members shouldfillthisin—this willbecomeyournotes
andyourreferencematerialon this subject.
••r

Introduction:
Scienceismorethanalotofinformation. Scienceisawayofknnwing-itisconstantlygrowingandchanging.
Scientists canyonanunendingseazchfornewinformation. Withthatnewinformation,theyreevaluateold
informationtofindoutifitisstillaccurate. The scientificmethodoffersameansoftestingideasandsolving
problems. Experimentation is the foundationupon which all science rests.
Important terminology:
♦ Inference-astatementacceptedwithoutproof.Imadeaninferencethatyoucouldreadandwrite
whenyou entered my class. This is usually based on opinion.
♦ Observation- an observed or measured phenomena. Observations lead to questions.
♦ Hypothesis—anideausedasthebasisforexperimentation.Sometimescalledaneducatedguesstothe
problem,it describeswhatishappeninginagivensituation. Itisthe"If'partofthe"If...then,"statement.
EX—"using dental floss prevents gingivitis" -what you believe to be true
♦ Deductionorprediction-astatementthatlogicallyfollowsthehypothesis.Itisthe"then"paztofthe
"If...then," statement. Ifthehypothesisisconect,thensuchandsuchshouldhappen. The'suchandsuch'
isthededuction. Adeduction normally defines how an experiment will be designed.
EX — "when I use dental floss regularly I should not get gingivitis"
♦ Controlledexperiment -the procedure designed to determine whether the hypothesis is true. The
experiment tests only one variable or factor at a time.
VARIABLES • Independent orF_zperimenta[variable-thesinQlefactorthattheexperimenttests.
• Controlled variables- factors that aze kept constant between the experimental and control groups.
• DependentvariableorData-thefactscollectedinanexperiment.Thedataisdependentontheindependent
variable.
GROUPS♦ Conholgroup -the test group that is thestandazdofcomparison for the experiment. All factors in
thecontrol group aze the same as in the experimental group excevt the experimental variable.
♦ F..zperimentalgroup-thetestgmup that is exposedtoallfactorsthe control has including the
experimental variable.
• QualitaHveandQuantitativedata-Qualitativedatacannotbemeasuredandissubjectiveorbasedonthe
opinion of the scientist. Quantitative data is objective, not based on opinion and can be measured.
♦ Analysis -the interpretation of the data. What do the numbers or observations mean?
♦ Conclusion-whetherthehypothesishasbeensupportedbythedata.Aconclusionofacontrolled
experimentisone ofthe following: The datasupportsthe hypothesis, orthe datado notsupportorreiects
the hypothesis

ProcedureApplying the terms ofscience
The followingfictional experiment demonstrates the use of the scientific method.
Many people inthe small Midwestemtownof Hootville aze sirickenwiththedisease "Buggo."
Most of those who get sick recover in seven to nine days.
Buggohasbeenshowntobecausedbyabacterium(singleforbacteria)called"Gotcha." Antibiotic
"X" is a newdrugthathas been shownto kill Gotchabacteriain atesttube. Antibiotic Xwas also
foundto cure dogsthat were sick with Buggo.
ResearchersdecidedtotestthenewdmgonsomeofthepeopleinHootville. Theyhypothesizedthat
the drugwouldeffectivelycureBuggoinhumans. TheydecidedthatiftheygavepatientsAntibiotic
X, the patients would recover more quickly than those who did not take the antibiotic.
The reseazchers prepazed tablets containing Antibiotic X. They also prepazed a second batch
that contained all the same ingredients (inactive ingredients) as Antibiotic X without any antibiotic. A
table like this that is similar but without medication is called a placebo.
Thereseazchersselectedtwogroupsofpeoplewhohadjustcontractedthedisease.Twenty-fivepeoplein
group A were given tablets containing the drug antibiotic X. Twenty-five people in group B were
given the placebos.
Twentyofthetwenty-fivepeoplegiventhedrugrecoveredwithinoneday. Theotherfivepeopletook
seven to nine days torecover -the normal recovery time for people sick with Buggo.
Oneofthepeoplegiventheplaceborecoveredinoneday. TherestofthepeopleingroupBtookfrom
seven to rune days to recover.
15. List three facts that were known before the start of the experiment.

One assumption is, "Antibiotic X is not lethal to humans." List two other assumptions that
16.
were made.

Whatdoyouthinkthereseazcher'shypothesisis? RE: hypothesis is not an If....then. An
17.
hypothesis is a "this is what I believe to be tme"statement.
18. One prediction is, "People given atabletwithAntibiotic X,will be curedofBuggo:'There canbe
morethanone predictionforagivenhypothesis.Listoneotherprediction.

19. Your prediction statement should be,"IfantibioticXcuresBuggo,thenpeoplewithBuggo
willrecover more quickly when given antibiotic X compazedtothose givenaplacebo." Usethe
followingVennDiagramto compaze and contrast the experimental group from the control
group.Include the /'actors in the experiment that are similar anddifferentbetweenbothgroups.
DON'Tinclude anvresultsinyourdiagram.

Characteristics of
Control Group:

20. What is the independent variable in this study?
21. Describe a dependent variable for this experiment. Will the data be quantitative or qualitative?

22.

What analysis do you think the reseazchers made ofthe data?

23.

What conclusion do you think they reached?

Designing your own experiment.
Nowitisyourturn. Designanexperimenttotesttheeffectofaspirininthewaterof cutroses. Thestoryis: A
floristatFlowerFeatsthinksshecan increase the life ofcutroseswith the additionof anaspirintableto
the waterthey are kept in. The florist has asked you to test this on roses.
24. Design anexperiment to test the florists'hypothesis.Include independent anddependent
variables,several controlledvariablesandthenumberofflowersinthecontrolandtestgroups. Do
youneedtouseaplacebo? Why or why not?

25. What isthe hypothesis for your experiment?

26. Write your hypothesis and prediction in an "I£..then,..."statement.

27. What would the data look like if it supported thehypothesis?

28. In a controlled experiment, why is there only one experimental variable?

29. Why is a control necessary?

For each example below, provide the part of the experiment that matches the supplied term.
A farmer tests the effect of a pesticide on the yield of apples in his fruit orchard.
30. experimental variable:
31. data being collected:
32. experimental group:
33. control group:
An instructor tests to see if pop qui~~Ps improve student grades.
34. independent variable:
35. dependent variable:
36. experimental variable:
37. controlled variables:

A physician wants to detemune if a placebo is as effective as surgery for knee problems.
38. experimental group:
39. control group:
40. dependent variable:
A wildlife specialist tests to determine if deer are repelled from tree seedlings by tiger urine.
41. experimental variable:
42. independent variable:
43. dependent variable:
44. control group:
45. controlled variables:

Write a Prediction Statement!
Directions: Given theinformation provided for eachscenario below, writea valid prediction statement that
the scientist mighthavemade to answertheirquestion.Be sure to use the I£.then..format (Ifyour hypothesis
Then thiswillhappenwhenyoudothis...). Youhavetomakeapredictionaboutwhatyouthinkisgoingtohappen
—it doesn't matter ifyou are right or not, but make an educated guess!!
Scenario A:
A scientist wants to know which of the three kinds of bird seed attract cardinals the best.
46. Hypothesis:
47. Prediction:

Scenario B:
People who live in a particulazazea aze having problems withtoomanymosquitoesin their backyazds. A
group of themdecide to design an experiment to testfourdifferent kinds of mosquito repellent: a
chemical spray, a sound emitting device, planting citronellaplants, and installing abat house (bats eat bugs).
48. Hypothesis:
49. Prediction:
ScenarioC:
I want to know what candy will make the trick-or-treaters the happiest come Halloween. I have a few
pieces of 5 different kindsofcandy; Snickers, Mazs bazs, M&Ms, Peanut Chews, and Butterfingers. I figured
I' d letmy students pick, and then I'd know which kind of candy makes kids the happiest.
50. Hypothesis:
Prediction:

Assignment #3
ti( I1:SI11~1( TOOL~. I:(1111'~IF_Al~.and ~I[.~sl Ilt:~lf.Al~
When a cook follows a recipe, the appropriate equipment is essential. It would be difficult to bake
cupcakes without an oven, or roll pie dough without a rolling pin. Laboratory procedures in biology
require similar tools. Scientific tools and equipment can be used to
• Measure, observe, and manipulate (hold, transport, heat, cut, etc.) various items, as
well as
• Maintain safety for the experimenter.
It is important to select the correct item that you need for each part of a laboratory procedure. As you study
the following items you will use in class, determine when and why each is used.

The ruler is used to measure length. Rulers come in different
types and sizes. They can be used to measure inches, centimeters
and millimeters.

Metric Ruler - We will use metric rulers to determine lineaz measurement. Metric rulers are usually
divided into millimeters (mm) and centimeters (cm). They range in size from 15centimeters to one meter.
Metric rulers have a high level of precision. Always use the metric side of the viler for measurements.

Glass and plastic containers aze used to measure and
manipulate substances. They come in various sizes usually
mazked by milliliters. It is best to use the size closest to the
volume you will be working with.

Erlenmeyer Flask - Erlenmeyer flasks have an "upside down Yshape"—the base is wide, with a
small, narrow mouth. These flasks aze used when holding, transporting or heating liquids. A piece
of foil or a stopper can easily fit into the top of the flask. Erlenmeyer flasks aze not as accurate as
graduated cylinders and have a medium level of precision.
Beaker - Beakers have a wide mouth and a "lip" for easier pouring. They aze commonly used for
holding, transporting or heating liquids. Beakers have a medium level of precision in measuring.
Graduated Cylinder - This is a tall cylinder used for precise volume measurement of liquids. It
has a high level of precision.
To determine the volume of liquid, read the position of the bottom of the meniscus formed by the
liquid in the cylinder.
Graduated cylinders come in different sizes. An appropriate sized graduated cylinder will hold a
volume equal to or slightly more than what you need to measure. Measure 8 ml of liquid in a 10 ml
cylinder, not a 100 ml cylinder.

Dropper and Barnes Bottles - A useful way to transport materials from one source to another.
Droppers have a low level of precision.

Balances and digital electronic scales are used to
measure the mass of materials in grams.

Balance - A metric balance is used to measure the mass of a sample. The sample is placed on thepan
and small weights are moved to determine the mass. Measurements using the balance aze made in
grams and milligrams (1/1000` of a gram). The two major types are the Triple Beam Balance and the
Electronic Balance. Both have a high level of precision.

Thermometers are used to measure temperatures of
gasses, solids and liquids. Temperature can be measured in
Celsius and Fazenheight.
Thermometer - A thermometer is a glass rod that is filled with a substance that expands (rises) and
contracts (falls) with a change in temperature. There is a scale on the thermometer that corresponds with the
temperature given the level of the substance.
There aze two types of thermometers—those filled with mercury, and those filled with alcohol.
Mercury is a silver colored, toxic metal. Alcohol in thermometers is usually colored red. It is not as
toxic as mercury but you should treat ALL thermometers with extreme caze. NEVER use a thermometer
to stir a sample. Use a glass stirring rod or a spoon If you break a thermometer, it is important to notify
your teacher immediately.
Scientists use the Celsius scale to measure temperature. Thermometers have a high level of precision.

9) Tools. for 1

Microscopes are used to observe items that
aze too small to be seen with the naked eye.

Compound or Light Microscope The light microscope is used to observe and magnify a very small, thin
specimen. The specimen is placed on a slide and the light from the bottom of the microscope passes
through the sample and to your eye. This microscope usually magnifies from 40 to 1000x.
Dissecting Microscope The dissecting microscope is used to observe larger objects such as your hand
or an entire insect. The objects can be very thick because light does not have to pass through them
for you to view the object.

Many different types of equipment are used to
manipulate items in a science lab. They or hold,
transport, beat, cut, etc., items. The following are
a few of the tool you will use in this course.
Test Tubes and Rack Test tubes can be used to hold, transport or heat items in the laboratory. They
can be labeled with a china mazker. Cleaning is accomplished with the use of a test tube brush and
glasswaze soap. When using more than one tube, a rack can be used to hold the tubes and keep them in
order.
Petri Dish Flat, circular dishes with loose-fitting covers used for holding and transporting items. Living
specimens can be observed in petri dishes; they can also be used in a similaz fashion as watch glasses for
viewing specimens under the dissecting scope. The most common use for petri dishes is for culturing
(growing) microscopic organisms such as bacteria and fungi. To do this, a growth medium (food) is
poured in the bottom of the dish. Microorganisms grow on the medium and can be studied.
Beaker Tongs and Test Tube Clamps These tools are a must when transporting hot glassware.
Always use tongs or a clamp when placing glasswaze onto or into a hot area, and when removing the
glasswaze from the hot azea.
Hot Plate We will be using electric hot plates to heat substances in this lab. Hot plates conduct heat just
like any other heating tool, so use extreme caution when working with them. Note: We won't be using
open flame burners in class.
Dissecting Tools Forceps, scalpels, scissors and probes are commonly used to cut and manipulate
dissections. These instnunents aze sharp and must be used with extreme care.

Goggles, aprons and plastic gloves are used as
additional protection during dissections and
procedures.

Directions: Fill in the numbered blanks in the following chart with information from the information above in
Assignment #3.

Type of
Measurement

Linear (length)

Volumetric
(volume of a
liquid)

r

Tools)

Unit of
Metric
Measure
ment

Level of
Precision (high,
med., low)

ruler

mm/cm

high

graduated cylinder

1)

2)

ml, L

3)
4)
medicine dropper

Mass (weight)

6)

7)

triple-beam balance
8)

Temperature

5)

med

low

mg, g, kg
9)

mercury thermometer

11)

13)

14)

high
10)

12)
high

I S) Make distinctions between 1QQjrg and 9Ll~S of measurement:
Name the~Qsj of measurement you would use to describe the length ofan ant
the amount of liquid in a coconut

, or a dolphin's mass

16) Name the 9IIlt of measurement you would use to describe the length of an ant
the amount of liquid in a coconut

, or a dolphin's mass

17) What is the MOST IMPORTANT thing to consider when using a metric ruler that has both
inches and centimeters listed on the ruler?

18)

Which of the following graduated cylinders would be best to use to measure 62 ml of oil?
a. A 500 L cylinder that measures in 5 ml increments.
b. A 50 ml cylinder that measures in two ml increments.
c. A 25 ml cylinder that measures in 0.2 ml increments.
d. A 100 ml cylinder that measures in one ml increments.

19)

Which of the following thermometers would you use to measure a solution at 25.8 °C?
a. A thermometer that ranges from 0 to 100 °F with 1 degree increments.
b. A thermometer that ranges from 0 to 50 °C with 0.2 degree increments.
c. A thermometer that ranges from 0 to 50 °F with 1 degree increments.
d. A thermometer that ranges from 0 to 100 °C with 5 degree increments.

20)

Which of the following balances would be most accurate?
a. A balance that ranges from one g to one kg with one gram increments.
b. A balance that measures from one mg to one kg with one mg increments.

21)

Which tool of observation would a scientist use to look at skin cells?

22)

List three pieces of equipment you might use if you aze dissecting a frog, and you don't want to get
any preservative on your hands, clothes, or in your eyes.
a.
b.
c.

Scientists use metric measurement as a way of describing and comparing things. For example, lineaz
measurements can identify and distinguish between male and female skeletons: The female skeleton has a
wider pelvis than the male.
In biology, we use the metric system of measurement for two reasons:
1. The units of measurement aze based on multiples of 10, and it is easy to make conversions from one unit
(such as a millimeter) to another unit (such as a centimeter).
2. The things we measure in biology are often very small (such as the length of a cell or the weight of a
single seed). The smallest units in the English measurement system, the inch and ounce, aze not easily
divided into smaller units and aze impractical to use.
In this class you will be determining linear, volume, mass and temperature measurements. Linear,
volume and mass measurements are metric. We will be using the Celsius or Centigrade scale for
measuring temperature. The following tables show simple conversions for different units of measurement.
1'3!~re ~

Linear:
measured in
divisions of
a meter (m)

Volume:
measured in
divisions of
a liter (L)
Mass:
measured in
divisions of
a gram (g)

Temperature
measured in
degrees
Celsius (°C)

Seme C~nxet

1 meter
-100 centimeters (cm)
1 meter=1,000 millimeters (mm)
1 meter=1,000,000 micrometers (µm)
1 mm=1,000 µm

1 liter=1,000 milliliter (ml or mL)

1,000 grams=lkilogram (kg)
1 gram=1000 milligram (mg)
0.1 gram=100 mg
0.001 gram=l mg

0°C
22 ° C
37 ° C
100 ° C

Eacampks

One meter is a little over 3
feet. A centimeter is slightly
less than one-half an inch.
We use micrometers (µm) to
measure cells and
microorganisms such as
bacteria.
Coke comes in one-liter
bottles. Poland Spring water
can be purchased in 500 ml
or half-liter bottles.
A small paper clip or a
packet of sugar weigh
approximately one gram.

Freezing point of water
Room temperature
Normal body temperature
Boiling point of water

Eisner Msafere~eut
Examine a metric ruler. Starting from the left edge, the smallest unit is the millimeter (mm). Notice that
10 mm aze equal to a centimeter. Focus on a single mm. If you divide it into 1,000 equal parts, each part would
be a micrometer (µm).
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23. How many mm are in 1 cm?
24. How many mm aze in 30 cm?
25. Can you see a µm easily with your naked eye?
26. How many µm aze in 4 mm~
27. Measurements can be deceiving. Look at the figure below. Line AB appeazs to be longer than line CD.
Prove, by measuring with a metric ruler, the length of each line. Be sure to include the unit of
measurement in your answer and in all future answers!

Length of AB
Length of CD

28. The shaded circles in the figures below do not appear to be the same size. Measure them to find out.
cm
Diameter of the shaded circle in figure 1
Diameter of the shaded circle in figure 2

Figure 2

Figure 1

00

o°o
0 0
00

The most common tool for liquid measurement is the graduated cylinder. Volume is measured in
milliliters (ml). Do not confuse ml with mm. Graduated cylinders aze the most accurate tools for
measuring volume.
Graduated cylinders come in many different sizes. The maximum volume of a graduated cylinder
can range from 5 ml to 1 L. Each line in a graduated cylinder represents the smallest unit of measurement.
It can range from 0.1 to 5 ml or more. You must look at the mazkings on the side of the graduated cylinder
that you are using to determine what unit each line represents.
For example: The volume between two lines in example "a" below is equal to one ml.
29. The volume between two lines in example b) below is equal to

ml .

30. The volume between two lines in example c) below is equal to
MEASURING LIAUID VOLUME
Whai vaume is indicated on each of the 8raduated cysnders below? The urM Of vaume
is mL.

60

30
4

3

31

32.

When determining the amount of liquid
in a graduated cylinder, sight along the
bottom of the curved line called the
meniscus formed at the surface of the
liquid.

33.

~~6
Read -\-~,~j~
5

Liquid

In this class, we will use an electronic balance that automatically provides a digital reading of the
correct mass in grams (accurate to the nearest hundredth, such as 5.34g). You may also be using the pan
balance, also called the triple beam balance.
Determining the Tare Weight: Before measuring any dry substance on a balance, a container
should be placed on the balance to hold the material being weighed. You can use a petri dish or a piece of
paper towel In order to get the correct measurement, the weight of the container must be subtracted from
the weight of the substance you want to weigh. A button on the electronic balance will automatically zero
the machine when the container is on the balance. With a triple beam balance, the weight of the paper must
be subtracted from the final weight of the material.
Electronic Balance: Depending on the balance, weights are read directly from the digital readout.
Triple Beam Balance: The top of the triple beam balance below shows the three beams with four
weights called riders positioned along each of the beams. After the faze weight is determined, the sample is
placed on the pan and the riders aze moved in order from lazgest to smallest to balance the beams so the
pointer at the right side of the balance points to zero. Once the beam is balanced, the mass is read by adding
the values of each rider.
Look at the first example below.
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To read the value on the beam, add the largest weight (SOg) to the next three (20g, 8g and 0.19g)
34. What is the total mass value of the sample above?
Determine the mass (in grams) shown on the following balance drawings:
o
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A thermometer is a glass tube filled with a material that expands or contracts depending on the
temperature. Temperature is measured in degrees Centigrade or Celsius (° C).
Types: Mercury (a silvery, toxic material) or alcohol (less toxic and red in color) is used in
thermometers. Extreme caze must be used when working with mercury thermometers. If they break, inform
the teacher and do not try to clean up the broken pieces by yourself. Alcohol thermometers are not as
dangerous but broken thermometers can cause dangerous punctures.
Reading a Thermometer: The side of a thermometer is marked to indicate the temperature at
different expansion levels of the alcohol or mercury. As the temperature rises, the level of mercury or
alcohol moves fiir[her from the end of the thermometer. The temperature is read when the level of mercury
is stable.
Scientists use a Celsius or Centigrade thermometer to measure temperature in units called degrees
Celsius or Centigrade (° C).
37.
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What temperature is shown on the thermometerbelow?
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39.

Temperature Conversions: In the United States, temperature is commonly
measured in degrees Fahrenheit (° F). Use the following calculations to convert
between the two units of measurement.
°C = (°F - 32) x 5/9

and

41. What is the temperature in degrees Celsius if it is 98.6 °F?
42. What is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit if it is 0 °C?

°F = (°C x 9/5) + 32

Assignment #4: How to Build a Line Graph/Rules of Graphing
Here are some rules to follow when building a line graph. Unless specifically allowed by the teacher ~j i
GRAPHS ALL YEAR must be done BY HAND. Do not create vour graphs on a computer.
1. Title —
Does the graph have an appropriate title that tells the reader what the graph is about and includes both
the independent and dependent variable? Not just "Graph #4" or "Turtle Graph ". These are POOR
titles and convey zero information. A better title is "How Temperature Affects the Rate of Egg
Hatching in Green Sea Turtles"
2. Axes —
Did you label the X and Y axes correctly? Dependent variable data goes on the Y axis. Independent
variable goes on the X axis. Ifyou have more than one independent variable, they are all graphed on
the X axis. Be sure that the axes are labeled correctly, for example "Number of eggs hatched"or
"Temperature in Celsius"
3. Scales —
Did you use appropriate scales? Scales are the measurement charts along the X and Y axes. Your scale
should be properly spaced and in regular intervals. The purpose of a graph is to see a pattern, without
appropriate scales, you do not see a true picture of the data. Ifyour data doesn't start at zero, your
graph does not have to start at zero, but you cannot skip sections of data in the middle!
4. Size —
Is your graph appropriately sized? Your graph should be large —use the entire sheet ofpaper. Space out
your scales to use as much of the paper as possible.
5. Points Plotted —
Did You plot vour points properly? Double check to make sure your data points are properly placed.
Since your data will never be perfect, it is better to see the overall trends ofyour data, instead of
focusing on EXACT numbers. Draw a line or curve that follows that data as well as possible. Most
experiments have "outlier" data, one or more data points that don't "ftt the curve ". These can be
ignored so that you get an appropriate picture ofyour data, just be sure to explain what may have
CAUSED those outliers in your lab report/questions.
6. Neatness —
Isyour graph neat and complete? The writing should be legible, the points should be clear. There should
be no stray marks on the paper. Be sure to use a key ifyou have more than one line.
You may print out graph paper off the Internet ifyou don't have it at home. Just be sure that the
graph is the fold size of the paper.

pireetions —Read the questions and write the answers below. Use the graphing rules provided in
Assignment #4.
j~Iaterials —this sheet, graph paper, ruler
Task 1
Suppose you aze studying the effects of a nutrient substance on plant growth. You want to know the
optimum concentration of the substance. You grow a series of plants on liquid medium to which you add
various concentrations of the nutrient. You measure the weight of the plants after a set time of growth. The
data is shown in the table below.
Amount of Nutrient (ml) per liter of
water
5
10
15
20
25

Weight (g)
6.8
9.3
12.1
15.8
15.9

1. Based on the data make a conclusion. What can you say about the effects of the varying amount of
nutrients on weight?

2. How many mL of nutrients seems to grow a plant the absolute best?

Task ~
On the basis of these observations, you decide to repeat the experiment using smaller increments of
concentration as well as a slightly wider range of concentrations. This time the data aze as follows:
Concentration (m1Vn
0
2.5
S
7.S
10
12.5
1S
17.5
20
22,5
2S
27.5
30
32.5
3S
37.5
40

Weight (g)
2.0
2.0
1.9
2.2
S.0
6.8
7.9
8.9
10.0
11.0
12.1
13.3
14.8
16.7
19.6
15.9
S.4

3. How does this new data affect your interpretations?

4. Why may it be wrong when extrapolating information from certain graphs?

S. What does this indicate about experimental procedures?

TASK 3 Graph the data Found in the Table on Task 2. Be sure to print out a piece of graph paper if you need one —
do NOT do this on unlined paper.
FOLLOW ALL RULES OF GRAPHING found in Assignment #4.

